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Abstract: In process-centric enterprises, business processes (BPs) are at the center
of value-creating activities. Governing enterprise BPs requires the ability to control
and guide BP behavior. Ensuring compliance of processes to legal regulations and
strategy directives becomes a critical requirement. Implementing business process
compliance makes means for modeling and enforcing compliance measures
necessary. In this work, we motivate the need for automation and semantic
consistency in compliance management and defend the use of policies for this
purpose. We then propose a policy-based framework for business process
compliance management and further detail its architecture as part of the SUPER
research project on semantic business process management (SBPM). Finally, we
introduce the ontology stack we propose for compliance modeling and conclude by
an investigation of the main challenges ahead in order to provide an
implementation of the proposed framework. This work seeks to lay down the
fundaments of a comprehensive architecture for semantic compliance modeling
and enforcement in the context of BPM.

1 Introduction

Business Process Management (BPM) is the discipline of capturing, modeling
implementing, and controlling all activities taking place in an environment defining the
enterprise, and this, in an integrated manner [Sch00]. Organizations do not only own
business processes, they are also subject to regulations. Not being compliant to
regulations diminishes the added-value business processes represent for the organization,
e.g. through non-optimal alignment with (i) quality standards, (ii) business partner
service agreements or (iii) non-identified security flaws [Kh08a]. Non-compliance to
regulations could also be the cause of judiciary pursuits, as in the case with laws such as
the Sarbanes-Oxley-Act (SOX), which, among other aspects, seek to impeach financial
manipulations in order to protect stakeholders in a company.

1 Acknowledgements: We would like to thank the EU commission for supporting our research on semantic
compliance management within the European research project SUPER IST-026850 (http://www.ip-super.org).
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Consequently, non-compliance has both short-term (e.g. cost savings, reduced
governance complexity) and long-term (e.g. judiciary pursuits, market confidence)
consequences. Compliance management is the term covering all activities and methods
to ensure that a company follows all guidance and implements all measures required by
an external or internal regulation [Kh08a]. By extension, compliance management also
refers to standards, frameworks, and software used to ensure the company’s observance
of legal texts. In the context of BPM, compliance management applies on business
processes and the related resources like data and systems. Business processes are
typically inter-departmental by nature. Similarly, inside organizations, compliance
management spans the spectrum of horizontal activities (e.g. IT security or quality
standard compliance) which are inter-departmental and inter-organizational by nature.
Non-compliance at the level of business processes is critical because business processes
control all value adding activities of a company. A comprehensive compliance
management framework for BP-centered enterprises should take this aspect into account
and permit hiding the complexity of BPs from compliance experts in order to concentrate
efforts on what should be checked instead of how it should be checked.

A framework allowing organizations to integrate regulatory compliance tasks with
business process management presents many advantages as we will show2.
Requirements on such a framework have already been elicited in [Kh08a] and in more
systematic and analytical fashion in [Ly08] as well as a high-level architecture proposed
in [Kh08a]. Our approach to designing such a framework is based on policies. We argue
that policies supported with semantic descriptions of business processes present many
advantages for our purpose with regard to modeling, knowledge management and
enforcement and monitoring.

More than the need for automation and complete coverage of enterprise models in
compliance management, formal modeling of compliance is a requirement when
considering the need for verification and validation of modeled compliance measures.
Also automated compliance management implies compliance checking functionalities.
In the following sections of this paper, we will show how policies and rules as enterprise
model artifacts can be used for fulfilling these requirements and provide an answer to the
aspects discussed in this section. In our work, we assume that an enterprise model is
process-centered (such as is made in ARIS [Sch00]), and as such, we seek to model
compliance on semantically modeled BPs which are used as the elements connecting
enterprise model artifacts. This is for instance the approach taken by the SUPER project.
Our work will also lead us to introduce an extension of the SUPER BPM ontology stack
with an ontology for modeling policies and rules, thus providing an integrated way of
managing compliance in BPM.

In the following, Section 2 introduces background knowledge about the context of our
work, namely the SUPER semantic BPM platform, and then a presentation of our
approach and an architecture for compliance management is given. In Section 2, we also
proceed to a presentation of the policy ontology for modeling compliance measures.

2 Interest in the issues tackled by this work is very high in the scientific community. The Compas (EU ICT
7FP: www.compas-ict.eu) and the Master (EU ICT 7FP: http://www.master-fp7.eu) projects illustrate this.
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Section 3 contains a review of related work and finally Section 4 contains concluding
remarks and a statement of future work.

2 An Architecture for Semantic Compliance Management

We have shown the need for a formal representation of compliance measures, as a mean
for modeling regulations. In this work, we push forward the notion of policy and
business rule as the tools necessary for linking enterprise models to regulations. This
section will introduce the context of our work on compliance management, our approach
to the problem of enterprise regulatory compliance, and will propose an architecture for
this which is integrated in an SBPM platform.

2.1 The SUPER Platform for SBPM

The idea of the SUPER semantic BPM (SBPM) platform is to support modeling
semantic business processes by delivering a stack of ontologies [Pe08a] for the domain
of BPM as well as an architecture for supporting BPM with semantic web services
(SWS), as described in [He05] and [He07]. BPM seeks to bring more automation in
enabling business modelers to define inter-organizational applications, while offering a
fully-fledged lifecycle for managing the resulting BPs. SUPER builds on previous results
from semantic web services research in order to offer automation in composition,
execution and analysis of BPs. It also seeks to integrate between the business layers of
BPM where mostly conceptual BP models are managed and the execution layers where
semantic web services as an EAI paradigm are used to implement BPs.

As is stated in [Pe08a], SUPER lifecycle for BPM is composed of four phases: SBP
modeling (design of BP models), SBP configuration (tackles the deployment of SBP
models on IT infrastructure, e.g. BP Management System, Web Services, ERP, etc.),
SBP Execution for running SBP models and finally SBP analysis for assessing the
quality and conformance of executed SBPs to initially drawn expectation in the
modeling phase. SUPER defines a stack of ontology specifications which seek to cover
various aspects of enterprise modeling while enriching it with semantics. Languages
such as sEPC, sBPMN, and SBPEL have been defined as ontologized versions of
respectively EPC, BPMN and BPEL languages. Also, ontologies for process monitoring,
mining, resource, role, strategy and event modeling have been defined. These ontologies
are used in order to enrich the description of SBP models with information relevant for
both business modelers, and for semantic applications delivered by SUPER such as BP
composition using SWS.

Because of this, SUPER allows defining a semantic enterprise model. Formal models for
representing enterprise knowledge as enterprise models already exist (e.g. the non-
semantic ones such as TOGAF [TOGAF08], ARIS [Sch00], Zachman [Za92], as well as
semantic works such as the Enterprise Ontology by Dietz [Di06], by Uschold et al.
[Us98] and the TOVE project [Fo92]) but none of these frameworks explicitly tackles
the challenge of enterprise-wide corporate compliance management. Although works
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such as TOVE do consider aspects such as quality management in enterprise modeling,
no generic ways of modeling and enforcing regulatory compliance is given yet.
Compliance management is still a discipline relying heavily on manual, error-prone,
sample-based procedures undertaken by auditors, i.e. the level of automation is still very
low.

2.2 Approach

We now proceed to the definition of an initial integrated approach to model, check and
enforce compliance on enterprise models, as summarized on Fig. 1. In our approach,
policy documents in natural language are the initial input. These should be first
processed to fit into a pre-defined structured natural language dialect for expressing
policies. In [ISO08], business rules are expressed in standardized languages (e.g.
standardized English or standardized French – The ISO 639 standard) by relying on a
pre-defined business vocabulary. An underlying formal model allows a logic-based
representation of these natural language business rules. Another prominent approach to
structured natural language business rules is the Attempto Controlled English (ACE)
[Fu05]. This has the advantage of making rules understandable to people who are
responsible for managing them: business analysts. It also makes it possible to compute
machine-processable representations of regulations (provided that the latter be
written/transformed in some structured language) thus avoiding multiple and possibly
diverging interpretations of regulatory texts. Consequently, changes to regulations can be
automatically processed by regenerating adapted representations than can be enforced on
BPs.
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Fig. 1. An integrated approach for modeling and enforcing BP compliance

Once regulations can be represented as natural language policies in a structured
language, they can be combined by a component (called the semantic rules Instantiator,
see Fig. 1) with the following assets in order to become fully-exploitable:
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(i) Policy Ontology: refers to both the generic policy ontology and the domain policy
ontologies that might be necessary for regulation modeling. A generic policy ontology
contains the high-level concepts that could be used for modeling a broad scope of
policies regardless of the context to which these policies belong. On the other hand, a
domain policy ontology contains specific constructs for expressing policies in a certain
domain. For example, in the IT security domain, one particular class of policies which
share a set of attributes and properties are role-based access control (RBAC) policies.

(ii) Business Rules Ontology: refers to the ontology providing constructs needed to
express policies as business rules. The business rules ontology will typically allow
serializing policies in some kind of mathematical logic (e.g. predicate logic, first order
logic, description logic, temporal logic, etc.).

(iii) Business Vocabulary (Domain Ontology): is the agreed on conceptual model of a
domain governed by policies. A business vocabulary could be represented by an
ontology. Modeling axioms for the ontology would allow describing constraints on the
business vocabulary’s concepts. Policies and business rules are modeled on the elements
of the business vocabulary. Attempts to provide generic quality management ontologies
such as the ontology developed by the TOVE Project [Ki99] are a good example of this.

The result of this phase is a new ontology containing a semantic model of the policies
and their further logical specification as business rules defined by the regulation
(relevant for checking/enforcement). These semantic business policies can be used to
govern regulatory compliance and the semantic business rules can be enforced on
semantic enterprise models (i.e. BPs). Business rules are seen here as context-dependent
representations of the decision logic required for policy enforcement. In order to be
enforced on other representations of elements of this enterprise model, these semantic
business rules need to be transformed into adequate representations. For semantic
business process models (e.g. instances of a language such as BPMO3 for semantic BP
modeling [Pe08a], at least one transformation is needed.

Semantic BP (SBP) models can be transformed into executable semantic BP descriptions
which can run on a specifically developed semantic execution engine. Consequently,
semantic business rules need to be transformed into a language that can express the same
logic for the executable semantic BP models. We call such rules “Semantic Operational
Rules”. The principle behind such a transformation is explained in [Kh08b]. An ontology
needs to be defined for expressing such operational rules and our first two target
languages for which to design such an ontology are the SBPEL [Ni07a] and the
BPEL4SWS [Ni07b] languages. The latter are respectively a semantic representation of
the BPEL standard and an extension of the BPEL [OASIS08] standard for invoking
semantic web services.

In order to check regulatory compliance on process logs, a special transformation of the
business rules into constraints verifiable directly on these logs is necessary. This is
needed in case of the so-called Backward Compliance Checking, where compliant

3 Business process Modeling Ontology
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behavior of the business processes is checked after the concerned BP instances have
finished running. Such checking techniques could be used when wanting to check
behavior only for a sub-class of all process instances defined by the BP model.

Our future approach in realizing this relies on defining semantic LTL (Linear temporal
Logic) formulae of semantic business rules and using the ProM [Do05] mining tool for
checking if these formulae hold on process logs. As to now, no work provides
performance comparison to normal model checking techniques. But it would still be
reasonable to think that such a checking technique can be at least as cheap as the so-
called Forward Compliance Checking techniques [Kh08a]. All checking operations such
as activating and enforcing policies or executing rules are managed by a separate
component called the Semantic Compliance Checking Engine (SCCE).

2.3 Architecture

The following figure shows a high-level description of the architecture of our
compliance management framework, as it is explained in [Kh08a].
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Fig. 2. A high-level architecture for a compliance checking framework

Figure 2 is aligned with Figure 1, and also separates the problem of compliance
management into three distinct layers. Figure 2 also shows that our research efforts will
concentrate on 5 distinct axes: (i) architecture, (ii) compliance management process, (iii)
ontologies, (iv) algorithms, and (v) lifecycle. It divides compliance-related tasks into
three layers: (i) regulation formalization, (ii) policy modeling and (iii)
business/execution rule modeling. Compliance checking is realized by an inference
engine for the policy and rules ontology. Additionally, monitoring components take
policy models and policy enforcement monitoring in charge.

Semantic policies have to be modeled into the business processes (middle layer of Fig.
2). In the case of semantic business process management, this means extending the
ontology for modeling business processes with an ontology for modeling policies. It also
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requires defining anchor points between the various enterprise modeling ontologies in
order to be able to annotate enterprise model elements with policy assertions. In the
example of the SUPER project, the concerned ontologies would be the BP modeling
ontologies and organizational ontologies as introduced by Pedrinaci et al. in [Pe08a].

Rules are an intuitive way of implementing policies. Policies’ logic can be represented as
sets of business rules. A comprehensive review of the state of the art is given by Bonatti
et al. in [Bo04]. Decisions are made on the level of policies, as to which policies should
be activated and consequently decide on the actions to be taken. Business rules partly
encompass the actions to be taken, when the latter are of complex nature. Otherwise, a
certain entity can be requested to execute an action required by the policy, without
requiring a business rules to fire. Policies have to be monitored and controlled (as in
[Ka06]), in order to discover discrepancies in policy and/or rule modeling. The logic
implemented by the BRs can be represented using different formalisms depending in the
needed use. For instance, a BR could decide to propose a 10% discount to a customer
having purchased for more than 1000 euros merchandise in the last 6 months, and
another BR could send an alert to an intrusion detection system if it discovers that two
different credentials used by the same individual interacting with a BP instance are in
contradiction with one another. The logic formalisms needed for these two examples are
clearly distinct.

A semantic compliance checking engine (Left side of Fig. 2) has to be implemented by
building on an inference engine. The inference engine will depend on the ontology
language used to model the policies, business rules and business processes. In our case
the language used is WSML4 (respectively WSML-Flight5 language variant for semantic
business rules) since it is the ontology language used in the WSMO6 framework. The
WSMF7 framework is the semantic web services framework used in the SUPER research
project and WSMO is the ontology defined for it. The compliance checking engine
stores procedures and algorithms that check and/or enforce policies on business process
ontology instances (models). These algorithms implement non-routine elementary
checks such as checking ontology axioms, implement complex compliance checking
processes involving several policies, taking decisions based on policy violation,
generating compliance reports, etc, which are tasks that could be realized by calling the
inference engine for the WSML ontology language. Monitoring components (Right-side
of Fig. 2) are needed to control the consistency of policies, but also to monitor the
checking and enforcement operations on business processes. Besides policy monitoring,
the monitoring component also takes in charge monitoring the activation of policies
modeled into the enterprise model and informing about the causes of that activation.

4 Web Service Modeling Language: http://www.wsmo.org/TR/d16/d16.1/v1.0/.
5 WSML-Flight is the WSML-Core language enriched with logical programming with non-monotonic
negation. Another WSML subset is the WSML-Rule language. WSML-Flight is based on a logic-programming
variant of F-Logic. WSML-Rule is the WSML-Flight language enriched with features such as function
symbols.
6 Web Service Modeling Ontology: http://www.wsmo.org/TR/d2/v1.3/.
7 http://www.swsi.org/resources/wsmf-paper.pdf and http://www1 c703.uibk.ac.at/~c70385/wese/index.html.
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2.4 Integration in the SUPER Architecture for SBPM

We will now refine the architectural frame given in Fig. 2 with regard to the SUPER
project architecture in order to illustrate a concrete implementation. On Fig. 3, a view on
this architecture is given. This view includes the components related to semantic
compliance checking in SUPER.

The SUPER architecture is designed to support a lifecycle for semantic BPM (SBPM)
composed of SBP modeling, configuration, execution, and analysis [We07]. The
architecture is made up of tooling components (SBP modeling, SBP monitoring and SBP
mining tools etc.), execution components (e.g. semantic BPEL execution engine), which
both sit on top of a semantic service bus (SSB). Platform services (semantic service and
semantic goal mediation, semantic service discovery, semantic service composition etc.)
and repositories (SBP models, SWS, SBP Execution History) are registered by the SSB
and delivered upon request as services to the tooling and execution components.

SBP models can be represented using one of several ontologies. SBPs modeled in sEPC
[Fi08] or sBPMN [Be08]. The sBPEL ontology also belongs to the SBP ontologies but
lies on the execution level. The organizational ontologies are a stack of ontologies that
allow modeling different enterprise modeling aspects such as roles, resources, functions,
strategies, goals and governance guidelines. COBRA is the COre Business pRocess
Analysis ontology and regroups the necessary knowledge for SBP mining and analysis
[Pe08b].

…

SUPER:: BP Modeling Ontology +Organizational Ontologies

SBPELSBPEL

COBRACOBRA

Semantic Enterprise Service Bus

Policy Management Engine [Rei]

Semantic Rule Inference Engine

BPMO

Organizational

Ontologies

SEPC/SBPMN

…

Mediation

Discovery

Composition

SUPER Services

Semantic BPEL

Execution Engine
Monitoring Tool Mining Tool

BPROBPRO

Compliance Checking Engine

Semantic BRLSemantic BRL

KAON2 / IRIS (Integrated Rule Inference System)

WSML2REASONER

Policy

Enforcement

WSML-Flight2Rei

Mediator

SBP Modeling Tool …

Fig. 3. Semantic Compliance Checking components – SUPER Architecture

Next to the previous ontologies is the Business Policy and Rule Ontology (BPRO). The
BPRO is also part of the organizational ontologies but is represented separately Fig. 3
for ease of explanation. The BPRO is used to model policies and rules that can be
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integrated into instances of the ontologies of design-time BP models layer (i.e. BPMO,
sEPC, sBPMN and organizational ontologies). The distinction between design-time and
run-time aspects of compliance checking have also been signaled by existing works
[Ly08]. The authors of [Ly08] insist on the fact that a detailed analysis of the
relationship between different types of constraints and corresponding use scenarios is
necessary for optimizing interplay between design-time (e.g. allowed resource types to
be allocated to an activity) and run-time (e.g. execution ordering) policies.

To enforce policy decisions on the executable SBP models layer, another adapted
representation is required. The SBRL (Semantic Business Rule Language) ontology is
responsible for this task. Rules expressed in the SBRL ontology do basically implement
the same logic as in rules from the BPRO, with the difference being that SBRL instances
can be run together with sBPEL instances for example. The use made of the SBRL
ontology can be understood as the semantic equivalent to works seeking to implement
constraint modeling and compliance checking on BPEL processes. The work by Liu et
al. [Li07] on defining a graphical language for expressing compliance rules for BPEL in
temporal logic and the work by Rossak et al. [Ro06] of extending the BPEL
specification with elements for expressing quality constraints illustrate our idea.

The compliance checking engine (CCE) is a tooling component of the SUPER
architecture and takes in charge the operations of policy interpretation and rule
execution, necessary functionalities for realizing compliance checking. The CCE can be
called either by the SUPER modeling tool or by the sBPEL execution engine. The CCE
makes use of a policy management framework capable of inferring on the BPRO
instances. As the BPRO contains both policy and rule descriptions, the CCE needs both
an inference component to infer on policy descriptions and a semantic rule inference
engine to infer on rule descriptions. These two inference components make use of
inference engines necessary for the interpretation of WSML ontologies, as the BPRO
itself is written in WSML-Flight and the SBP ontologies in WSML. Several engines are
available for this and one possible combination would be to use the IRIS8 (Integrated
Rule Inference System) together with the WSML2Reasoner9 interface.

The separation of policy management aspects from policy enforcement aspects in the
BPRO is achieved by separating modeling of policies and rules. Requirements on policy
management include (i) deciding when a policy is active, (ii) which decision has to be
made by the policy, (iii) how the decision taken in to be enforced and finally (iv) which
relationships link a policy to other policies that might as well be active.

In the field of policy management, there are several works which have proven able to
fulfill these requirements. Due to space restrictions, no detailed comparison of these
works will be given here. The foundational work on the Rei engine is presented in
Lalana Kagal’s PhD Thesis [Ka04]. Rei10 is a policy specification language and

8 http://iris-reasoner.org/.
9 http://tools.sti-innsbruck.at/wsml2reasoner/.
10 http://www.cs.umbc.edu/~lkagal1/rei/. See also: http://ebiquity.umbc.edu/project/html/id/34/Rei-A-Policy-
Specification-Language.
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methodology for building policy-directed architectures. Rei combines the following
features: (i) it can describe both positive and negative authorization and obligation
policies, (ii) it includes a policy engine, analysis tools, and a methodology for deploying
policy frameworks, (iii) it allows policies to be described in terms of attributes of users,
actions, and other context elements as well as supports meta-policies for conflict
resolution, (iv) it provides greater extensibility as policies can be described over domain
knowledge at different levels of abstractions, (v) it includes meta-policies for automated
conflict resolution, and (vi) it supports dynamic policy modification via speech acts. Rei
is written in OWL-Lite11 and allows specifying declarative policies over domain
ontologies written in RDF12 and all OWL13 variants. The main principle in Rei is that
policies restrict actions than can be taken by resources in an ubiquitous environment.
Concretely, this means that Rei policies can express authorizations (what an entity can
do), obligations (what an entity must do) and prohibitions (what an entity can’t do). Rei
policies can be defined over an individual or class of actors, an action and a target. This
approach fits well with our definition of business policies for SBPM as well, as is shown
later in this document.

In order to allow the Rei engine to infer on BPRO policies and rules written in
WSMLFlight, a mediator is needed to translate these BPRO instances into the Rei
language. Once this mediator in provided, Rei inference results can be pushed down
through the IRIS engine and the WSML2Reasoner component to the BPRO instances
and modifications be made directly into the ontology. An example of this would be
setting the status of a certain policy to “violated”.

Another example would be triggering an action that is fired by a rule implementing a
certain policy, when triggering this action requires setting attribute values in the BPRO
ontology instance. One of the additional components of the SUPER architecture is the
policy enforcement component (PEC). This component is called by the CCE, in order to
check a certain policy in a BPRO instance on an enterprise model/SBP model and is
available as a semantic web service. It also calls the policy management engine and the
semantic rule inference engine.

2.5 Business Policy and Rules Ontology

The idea for the BPRO is to be independent from the concrete execution of the rules and
to bring as much information from the rule language to the policy layers, while keeping
policy definition independent from any rule language. We will start by listing some
examples of competency questions that the ontology needs to be able to answer and then
proceed to a short description of the main concepts.

The next two figures detail the business policy and the business rule ontologies which
we introduced earlier. As already said, these ontologies seek to provide a generic and

11 http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-owl-features-20040210/#s3.
12 Resource Description Framework: http://www.w3.org/RDF/.
13 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/.
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high level model to be reused by other ontologies for concrete regulatory compliance
modeling. In order to later validate the design of the ontology we first need to specify the
competency questions it needs to be able to answer. This is not a sufficient validation
criterion though, and a well-founded evaluation of the soundness of the ontology for the
use that is to be made of still must be undertaken.

1. In a given BP model state, which policies are active?

2. Which policies are called by policy P once policy P is activated?

3. What policies apply to BP activity A?

4. To which activities, roles and resources does policy P apply?

5. Policy P1, P2 and P3 are active and need to take a decision on Resource R: Which
policy has the highest priority?

6. Policy P took its decision: which rules need to fire in order to implement this
decision?

7. Which business goals does policy P fulfill?

8. What is the jurisdiction of policy P?

9. What is the scope of a policy P inside a Jurisdiction J?

10. Which regulations is policy P part of?

11. What is the type of policy P?

12. What is the modality of policy P?

The main idea in the business policy ontology is that policies take decisions on whether
a state of the business (enterprise model/BP) is allowed or not. In Rei, this is achieved by
defining modalities upon actors, actions and targets of these actions. In the business
policy ontology, this is achieved by setting modalities for attributes and properties of
ontological concepts. These concepts can be concrete actions or simply the result of
these actions. The modalities are combined with condition evaluation that is left for a
rule to do. The decision taken by a policy is implemented by executing a rule too, and/or
by triggering an event. Events are used to propagate decisions inside the policy
framework. For example: to express the policy that a resource of type X cannot be
accessed by a business process activity which has a responsible person of Role Y, it is
necessary for the policy to check the attribute Responsible of a BP activity which is
connected to the resource X on which it applies after having checked that resource X has
an attribute type==”X”. In this scenario, both a passive and active approach to
compliance checking work.

In the case of passive checking, the policy is modeled in a decision point. In this
example, it means that the activation and evaluation of the policy is directly triggered by
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the element governed by this policy: resource X. Before the concerned BP activity even
executes, it checks which policies are active, by evaluating all the conditions to activate
policies attached to it. These activation conditions are part of the definition of the
business policy. In the case of active checking, it means that the policy enforcement
component actively supervises all states traversed by the BP model and matches these
states to policies that need to be activated for the current state. Changes in states are
triggered by actions, or, in the case of BP models, of transitions from one activity to the
other. Reasoning on the current transition to be made and matching it with policies to
activate and then evaluating these policies, leads to the policy taking a YES/NO decision
about the current state violating the policy (non-compliant) or not.

The policy ontology is represented on Fig. 12 and we will now proceed to a very concise
description of its concepts. Due to space restrictions, this description does neither
include relationships constraints nor constraints (axioms). The central concept of the
ontology is the Policy concept (Fig. 12). A policy belongs to a regulation together with
other policies. A policy also fulfills a goal and belongs to a strategy. Strategies are
assigned to a goal. A policy can be a meta-policy, which is a policy acting on other
policies. With regard to another policy, a policy has a priority set.

A constraint is one kind of policy, next to decision, functional and core policies. A
constraint policy decides on how to constrain a resource in showing some behavior. It
delivers one or many of several discrete allowed business artifact behaviors/states and
does not provide a binary yes/no answer as a decision policy does.

A core policy is a policy which takes no decision that has to be enforced on business
artifacts; it can only be invoked by other policies and delivers intermediary decisions. A
functional policy applies for business functions that are able to execute differently
depending on the parameters given to them.

A functional policy decides on which concrete action these business functions can take
by setting these parameters. A policy takes decisions which can result in rule actions.
Rule actions can be implemented outside the BPRO either by another ontology or by
being implemented in another system and invoked from the BPRO.

A policy had two kinds of modalities: deontic and alethic. Deontic modalities allow
expressing behavioral constraints and are of three types: Prohibition (interdiction),
Permission and Obligation. Dispensation is an additional special type which frees a
subject from a constraint rather than imposing it. Deontic constraints nap to those
modeled in Rei. Alethic modalities allow expressing structural constraints and are of
four types: Necessity, Non-necessity, Possibility and Impossibility. The SBVR (OMG,
2008) standard does include both alethic and deontic modalities for expressing business
rules.

A policy has a subject, which is the entity (ies) on which it can apply. This subject can
be a process model for example or any business artifact part of the enterprise model (e.g.
role, resource, business function etc.). A process is composed of process fragments and
the latter are composed of process constructs such as activities. The concepts related to
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BP modeling have to be mapped to the used BPM ontologies. A policy has a jurisdiction
and a scope.

A jurisdiction is the domain in which a policy has the right to take decisions. Outside its
jurisdiction, a policy cannot take any decisions, cannot be solicited, and cannot
communicate with other policies about subjects not belonging to its jurisdiction. A
Jurisdiction is a set of subjects. These sets of subjects can be defined in a declarative
way, such as using assertions on properties of subjects: all roles of type==[engineer |
manager] where role.budget >= 1000 units. We do not take into account jurisdiction
management (which would require a dedicated algebra) in order to define these inter-
policy relations unambiguously. The latter are those managed by the Rei framework and
make use of speech acts (policy delegation, policy revocation, policy invocation, policy
cancellation) and conflict resolution.
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Fig. 4. The Business Policy Ontology

Scopes are different from a jurisdiction in that scopes are always strictly included in
jurisdictions and define the set of subjects inside a given jurisdiction upon which a
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policy can take a decision. Scopes introduce additional flexibility in managing policies,
by allowing moving a policy’s scope inside a given jurisdiction.

Fig. 4 displays all concepts of the business rule ontology, which we will shortly describe
here. As the figure shows, rules allow modeling action taking, which is triggered by a
policy decision. A rule belongs to one or several policies. That means rules can be
composed in order to implement a certain policy, although the BPRO doesn’t include
concepts for expressing rule composition yet.
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Fig. 5. The Business Rule Ontology

A rule is also attached to a business goal and has a scope. A rule has input and output
data it processes and an input and output event. Input events can trigger the execution of
a rule and output events are generated by a rule to trigger other rules or actions. A rule
has configuration data which makes a rule able to execute different logic depending on
its configuration.

A rule implements a policy decision and makes a rule decision. A rule decision allows
modeling chains of rule executions which brings more expressiveness to rule modeling.
A parallel to business processes would be that a chain of rule decisions is like a sequence
pattern of business process activities, where the activities are all rule executions. A rule
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contains rule logic which is expressed in a certain formalism. Rule actions support
expressing complex actions which use logical operators such as (AND, OR, NOT, XOR)
on rule calls.

Formalisms are many and in the figure above, the Event-Condition-Action (ECA)
formalism has been used as an example. An ECA rule has a filter (condition), an action
which can be a complex expression of actions, and a fallback action which is the action
to be taken in case the condition evaluates to false. It is also triggered by one of the input
events of the rule. The action taken by the ECA rule is done on a subject and can be
implemented either by an available function (from the business functions ontology in
SUPER) or be a custom action which means it is implemented as a concept in an
external ontology or an external system.

2.6 A Simple Example

In this example, we will illustrate how an example instance of a policy together with a
business rule instance would look like. The following policy is enacted on three
instances of concepts declared in external ontologies: the CustomerService business role,
the CustomerInformationAdministration business role and the
ReviewCustomerFinancialDetails process task.

This policy basically expresses the following: “It MUST be guaranteed that only person
with access to the CRM systems may perform the activity ReviewCustomer
FinancialDetails”. The policy is thus an obligation (see the hasModality attribute of the
BizPolicy_12 business policy instance) The logic contained in this business policy is
stored in the business rules instance “BizRule_12” and is coded in the WSML-Flight
rule language. Another rule language could have been used for this.

instance Cust_Verif_obligation memberOf BPRO#Obligation

instance CustomerAssistant memberOf oso#OrganisationalPosition

instance CustomerServiceRole_59871239 memberOf
(bronto#CustomerServiceRole, bronto#OperationalROle)

instance CustomerInformationAdministeringRole_287334 memberOf
{bronto#OperationalRole, CustomerInformationAdministeringRole}

instance ReviewCustomerFinancialDetails_76765600 memberOf
ReviewCustomerFinancialDetails

instance BizRule_12_A memberOf BPRO#BusinessRule
isFormalizedBy "WSML-Flight"
isExpressedBy "?z memberOf

RolePerformsReviewCustomerFinancialDetails (?y memberOf
ReviewCustomerFinancialDetails, ?x) : ?x Customer memberOf
OrganisationalPosition and ?x[CRM_State hasValue TRUE]"

instance BizPolicy_12 memberOf UPO#BusinessPolicy
hasID hasValue "zu873928_kuasi09"
hasModality hasValue Cust_ Verif_obligation
isImplemented hasValue TRUE
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hasTextualDescription hasValue "the formal verification of the
clients (i.e. the activity Review Customer Financial Details) may be only
performed by a person with access to the CRM systems - as no other person
should be allowed to view the financial information on clients"

hasSubject CustomerServiceRole_59871239
hasSubject CustomerInformationAdministeringRole_287334
hasSubject ReviewCustomerFinancialDetails_76765600
hasRule BizRule_12_A

Fig. 6. WSML Code Snippet – Business Policy Example

3 Related Work

There has been ongoing work on semantic compliance management, as shown in [Na07]
where an approach for semantic compliance management for BPM is presented.
However, the approach used concentrates on implementing internal controls and is
restrictive because it relies on the necessary definition of risks. Another approach is
presented in [Sa07] where the authors introduce the modeling of internal control
objectives in business processes as a mean to integrate compliance requirements in
business process design. The authors also relate their work to risk analysis and internal
control modeling.

In [Ka08, Ka07], another approach for business process-based compliance management
is presented. It defines an extension to a business process meta-model for regulatory
compliance. However, the approach does not incorporate ontologies and thus, does not
profit from the power of semantic technologies. In [Go06a, Go06b], deontic (obligations
and permissions) constraints expressible for business processes are modeled using
temporal deontic assignments. The latter can also be used in business process design and
in expressing business process contracts.

The authors of [Sa06] present an approach to formalize contract documents and those
aspects of BPs that relate to these business contracts. For this purpose, the semantics of
business contracts and their violations are described using a specialized logic.
Furthermore, the authors have shown how this formal specification of contracts can used
to generate compliant processes. The work in [Sc07] is one of the rare semantic
approaches to BP compliance where a compliance ontology is designed and proposed to
be integrated in BP models. [Gh07] Proposes an approach based on so-called compliance
patterns (i.e., pre-defined BP models proven to be compliant to regulations) where the
deviation of a given BP model to a certain compliance pattern is computed.

While relying on the definition of compliance as SWRL rule, [Pa07] recognizes the
limited expressiveness of the language and propose the use of extensions. The authors of
[Li07] identify the need for separate modeling of compliance and processes. Process
models are transformed from BPEL into Pi-Calculus (algebra for modeling concurrent
communicating processes) and compliance rules are modeled in temporal logic using a
special graphical notation. Model checking techniques are then used to formally check a
process pool. In [Mi05], policy definitions are integrated into BPs and rely on BP events
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and transactions for run-time compliance monitoring. In fact, this work poses
fundamental questions about architectures for process compliance monitoring integrating
events and policies such as the need for a formal definition of events, event triggers,
event patterns, message handling as well as state management.

None of the previously presented works takes a (i) generic approach to regulatory
compliance management, (ii) seeks to cover all layers of BPM, (iii) makes use of the
advantages of semantic technologies for compliance management, (iv) allows
declarative modeling of policies and rules while separating these two concepts and (v)
takes compliance modeling, enforcement and monitoring as a target all at the same time.
Our claim through this work is that our approach allows achieving these goals. However,
the works presented all show up interesting challenges and ways of dealing with these.
Many of the approaches used for this can be inspiring for realizing our own approach.

4 Concluding Remarks and Future Work

This work introduced the challenge of regulatory business process compliance
management and motivates the use of policies for modeling and enforcing compliance
on BP-centered enterprise models. This paper contributes an integrated architecture for
compliance management and SBPM, thus bridging together the strategy level (policies
and rules extracted from regulations) and the operational level (BP models) by making
BP knowledge available to policies. We also contributed a core ontology for modeling
policies and rules, which seeks to be used as a generic top-level ontology in compliance
modeling. This framework is in its early stages and still requires further development.
After having validated the policies ontology using real-world examples, we need to
provide a reference implementation of the compliance framework. This requires a
refinement of the technical architecture of the components we distinguished. We will
also get to elaborate an approach for structuring regulations from their raw natural
language representation into a form that can be easily represented using the policy
ontology. Still, it is needed to show how inference engines integrate with the ontology
and design the required ontology transformations and compliance checking algorithms.
Once we dispose of the ontologies and the tools required, the next step will be to
implement a prototype of an implementation of a concrete regulation on real world
examples of business processes and regulations.
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